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PARAMETER SHIFT IN NORMAL GENERALIZED
HYPERGEOMETRIC SYSTEMS
MUTSUMI SAITO*
(Received October 7, 1991, revised April 28, 1992)
Abstract. We treat the problem of shifting parameters of the generalized hypergeometric systems defined by Gelfand when their associated toric varieties are normal.
In this context we define and determine the Bernstein-Sato polynomials for the natural
morphisms of shifting parameters. We also give some examples.

Let A = { χ ί 9 . . . , χN}^Zn be a finite subset with certain properties. In [G],
[GGZ], [GZK1], [GZK2], [GKZ] and so on, Gelfand and his collaborators defined
and studied generalized hypergeometric systems MΛ associated to A with parameter α.
Aomoto defined and studied a broader class of systems (cf. [A1]-[A4]). Generalized
hypergeometric systems of this kind were also defined in [KKM] and [H], where they
were named canonical systems. For \<j<N9 there exists a natural morphism
fXj:.λfa-Xj->MΛ9
which corresponds to the differentiation of solutions. In this paper,
we treat the problem of determining when/^. becomes isomorphic under the condition
that a certain associated aίfine toric variety is normal.
In § 1 and § 2, we define the system MΛ and the natural morphism fXj9 and give a
necessary condition (Theorem 2.3) for the morphism fxj to be an isomorphism. In §3,
we introduce an assumption, which we call the normality and keep throughout this
paper. In §4, §5, and §6, we define an ideal B(χj) of the ^-functions for the morphism
fχj9 and obtain a sufficient condition in terms of the 6-functions (Corollary 5.4) for the
morphism fXj to be isomorphic. The ideal B(χj) turns out to be singly generated by a
certain polynomial (Theorem 6.4). In §7, some example are given.
The author would like to thank Professors Ryoshi Hotta and Masa-Nori Ishida
for helpful conversation.
1. Generalized hypergeometric systems. First of all, we recall the definition of
generalized hypergeometric systems following Gelfand et al. (cf. [GGZ]). Suppose
we are given N integral vectors χ/ = (χι;,..., χnj)eZn ( y = l , . . . , 7 V ) satisfying two
conditions.
(1) The vectors #!,...,## generate the lattice Zn.
* Partly supported by the Grants-in-Aid for Encouragement of Young Scientists, The Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture, Japan.
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(2) All the vectors χj lie on some affine hyperplane Σ"=ι c i*i = 1 in /?", where
eZ.
Ci
We denote by L the subgroup in Zn consisting of those a = (aj)]j=1 satisfying
Σ*=ι aj%j =G' Let ( r i>
' VN) be a coordinate system on V=CN. Let JΓ= WF denote
the Weyl algebra on F, i.e.,

where Dj = d/dVj for 7 = 1, . . . , TV. We put for aeL
Π.= Π £]"- Π ' J V "

αj > 0

«j < 0

w

For a parameter α = (α ls . .., α π )eC we define a generalized hypergeometric system Mα on K as a ^-module to be W modulo the left W-module generated by
Π« (aeL), i.e.,

i=l

J=1

/

αeL

Here θ~υίDj for j = l, ...,N, and X α e L ^Πα denotes the left PΓ-submodule of W
consisting of all sums ΣαeL w «Πα w^^ waεW such that only finitely many wα are not
zero. We denote by Q the Newton polyhedron, i.e., Q is the convex hull in Rn of the
points χ 1? . . . , χN, by yi the semigroup Z^Qχ^ + - - - +Z>0χΛr, and by R the semigroup
ring C\_Λ~\ regarded as a Zn-graded ring in an obvious way.
2. Saturated subsets. We now define saturated subsets of {!,..., TV}, which
later turn out to correspond to faces of the polyhedron Q. Here the empty set 0 is
regarded as a face of the polyhedron Q. One might refer to [D] or [O] for the theory
of toric varieties.
DEFINITION. Let I be a subset of {1, . . . , N}. We call / a saturated subset when
for any aeL either 7n{/|α ί ^0} = 0 or there exist /,ye/such that at>0 and #,•<().
We can regard R as the quotient of C[/)l9 ...,/)' N ] by the C[Dl9 ...,DJsubmodule generated by Π fl (aeL). Let Rλ (λeλ) denote the subspace of R generated
by the image of Z)?1 -D%N with 6, eZ> 0 (1 <j<N) satisfying λ = Σ"=lbjχJ. Then we
have

αeL
C D

λeΛ

Here ΣaeL ί ι>
> Av]Πα denotes the ideal of C[/)1? . . ., Z)N] consisting of all
sums ΣαeL/'aΠα with A*e C[/>ι, - , 7)N] such that only finitely many pa are not zero.
Clearly the images of /)?J
D^ and Df »
D%» in Λ coincide if Σ JL i bjXj = Σ^= i *iXj
Hence the subspace Λ Λ of R is one-dimensional. Elements in Rλ are said to be
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vi-homogeneous, and the ideals generated by Λ-homogeneous elements are also said to
be Λ-homogeneous. For a saturated subset /, we denote by P(I) the Λ-homogeneous
ideal of R generated by all Dl for iel, where we use the same letter Dt for its image
in R.
LEMMA 2.1.

{P(I)\I is saturated] is the set of Λ-homogeneous prime ideals of R.

PROOF. We first prove that P(I) is prime. Since dimRλ=\ for all λεΛ, it is
enough to show that m2 e P(I) i f m ^ φ P(I) and m = m1m2 e P(I) for two monomials tnl9
m2. Set m^Tl^Dj", /n 2 = Π?=ι^C2' and m= Σ"=ιDjJ Then we have Π?=ιβJ' =
n£=i^j C u + C 2 j ) » and there exists ιe/ such that bt>0. Since / is saturated and bt>09
there exists / ' e / such that c ι r + c 2ί '>0. Since mlφP(I), we have c ιr = 0. Thus we
obtain c 2 Γ >0 and w 2 eP(/).
We next assume P to be a Λ-homogeneous prime ideal. Denote I(P): =
{l<i<N\Di€P}. Since dim 7^=1 for all λeΛ9 the Λ-homogeneous ideal P is
generated by some monomials. Moreover, since P is prime, we see that P is generated
by {Di\ieI(P)}. For ieI(P) and αeL such that at>09 we see that Πα^o^f 6 ^Since Πa >o^j l ' /== ΓL <o^V β ' / and ^ ^s Prime> there exists fc such that ak<0 and
7)fc e P. We have thus proved I(P) to be saturated.
Let Γ be a face of Q. We denote by P(Γ) the ideal of R generated by all Dj for
LEMMA 2.2 (cf. [I]).
ideals of R.

(P(Γ)|Γ is a face of Q} is the set of Λ-homogeneous prime

As a result, for a saturated subset /, the χ; (jφl) span a face of Q. Conversely,
for a face Γ, 7(Γ) = {l<y< J /V|χ < / .^Γ} is a saturated subset. In particular, the set of
nonempty minimal saturated subsets bijectively corresponds to the set of faces of
codimension one. For a face Γ of Q of codimension one we denote by FΓ the linear
form for the hyperplane spanned by Γ such that the coefficients of FΓ are integers,
that their greatest common divisor is one, and that FΓ(χ)>0 for any χ e Λ .
DEFINITION. We call a point /=(/ 1 ? . . . , /N)e(Z>0)N a quotient point associated
to a saturated subset /when I={j\lj^Q} and for any aeL either 7 n { / | ^ / 0 } = 0 or
there exist i9jel such that 0</ ί <α ί and 0> —/,->#,-.
1

χ

For χ = Σ *=ιbjχj such that each b-3 is a nonnegative integer, we denote by D the
operator Π^i^- since (Σ^iliβj-^^ = D^=1χίjθj-<Xί-Σ'J=1bjχij),
we have
a natural morphism/^: M α _ χ ^M α by multiplying Z>* from the right.
THEOREM 2.3. For y' 0 e{l, ...,#}, ^ morphism f
is not isomorphic if there
exist a face Γ of codimension d and a quotient point I associated to I(Γ) such that Γ
/

F

or

does not contain χJQ9 and ^r» = Σj 6 / ( r)-ϋo}( j" V r*(Xj) f
Γί n
n Γd and the codimension of each Γk is one.

k=l9...9d9 where Γ =
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PROOF. Suppose that there exist a face Γ = Γ X n
nΓ d and a quotient point /
associated to /(Γ)97o such that FΓk(^ = ΣjeI(n-{jo}(lj-^FΓk(χj)
for k=l,...,d. Let
J be the complement of 7(Γ). Let C/(Γ) = {(ι;j|/e/(Γ)}, CJ = {(Vj)\jeJ} and Lj\ =
|tf; = 0 for all /e/(Γ)}. Consider the quotient
Af' = Coker(/ )/(
J

WvDlj+

Σ

° / \je/(Γ)-{Jo}

//

n

/

= »V/ »VD Λ + Σ ^K
I \

ί=l

Wv(θj-(/,— :

\

N

Σ ΛA-«ι +
\j=l

J 6 /(Γ) — {jo}

/

Σ

WyD}>

J6/(Γ)-t/o}

aeLj

= WyWyDJo+

i=l

Σ
J6/(Γ)-{J0}

Σ

jeJ

ΛA

Wy

+

ijθj-βi)* aeLj
Σ wCJ

/ C

Je/(Γ)-{j 0 }

j0}
e nave

where βi = Xi — Σjei(Γ)-u0}Vj~ tyfaj ^
ί=l

~A

Frk(β) = ® f°Γ any ^ anc^ the module
Σ WVy

c*Σ(Xιflj-βύ+

is a generalized hypergeometric system on CJ with respect to χ7 (JeJ).
Furthermore, the module

jeI(Γ)-{Jo}

Π

jeI(Γ)-Uo]

^ "l = C&i I i e /(Γ)]

J6/(Γ)-{J 0 }

is not zero. We thus deduce that M', hence accordingly Coker(/χj ) is not zero,
3. Normality assumption. For a Z"-graded ^-module M we define a subset
Λ(M)c=Z" by yl(M): = {AeZ n |M Λ ^0}, when M=@λeZnMλ. Since we have
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where Γ runs through the faces of codimension one, the following is the normality
condition, i.e., the condition for the ring R to be normal (see, e.g., [SI]).
NORMALITY CONDITION.

Γ

where Γ runs through the faces of codimension one.
From now on, we always assume the normality.
LEMMA 3.1. Let χQeΛ, and let (Dχo) be the ideal of R generated by Dχo.
Then we have

PROOF. Suppose that χeZ" and FΓ(χ)>FΓ(χo) for any Γ of codimension one.
Let χ': = χ — χ 0 eZ". Then we have FΓ(χ')>0 for any Γ. By the normality we see that
χ'eΛ. Therefore χeχ0 + Λ = Λ((D$)). The other inclusion is clear.
4. Decomposition of ideals. Let (Γ, χ0) be a pair of a face Γ of codimension one
and χ0eΛ. To such a pair (Γ, χ0) we associate an ideal D(Γ, χ0) of R defined as the
one generated by all Γ > o ^ such that
PROPOSITION 4.1.

We have the following decomposition of the ideal (Dχo)\

PROOF. Since D*° belongs to D(Γ, χ0) for any pair (Γ, χ0), it is clear that (Dχ°) is
contained in the intersection p|ΓD(Γ, χ0). In order to show the other inclusion, it is
enough to verify that the intersection ^\ΓΛ(D(Γ, χ0)) is a subset of Λ((D*°)). Suppose
π
χ
that χeZ does not belong to Λ((D °)). By Lemma 3.1 there exists a face Γ of
codimension one such that FΓ(χ)<FΓ(χo). By the definition of the ideal D(Γ, χ0) we
see that χ does not belong to Λ(D(Γ, χ0)).
Let /' denote the left ideal of W generated by all Π α (aeL\ 7'(χ0) the one
generated by Γ and D*°, and /'(Γ, χ0) the one generated by Γ and all Y[b >0 D*j such
that £ b .>0FΓ(χj)>FΓ(χ0).
For a left ideal / of W we denote by J the graded ideal
with respect to the order filtration in W.
LEMMA 4.2. (1) Let J be a left ideal of W generated by homogeneous operators
Pl9...,Psm C[/)l9 . . . , DN]. Then the graded ideal J is generated by Fί, . . . , Ps in the
graded ring W, where Pj is the image of Pj in W for any j.
(2) Let J and J' be two left* ideals of the algebra W. Suppose that Jc:J' and
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J=J'. Then J coincides wiίh J'.
The proof is straightforward.
PROPOSITION 4.3. We have the following decomposition of the left ideal 7'(χ0):

PROOF. Clearly 7'(χ0) is contained in (V^'CA %o) We thus have (7'(χ0))~c
(f|Γ/ (Γ, χ0))~c pl^/XΓ, χ0)~). By Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 (1), we see that
(/'αo))~=nr(7/(Aχo)~) in W. We thus conclude that /'(χ0)=lV(Λ *o) from
Lemma 4.2 (2).
r

We denote by W{s\ the noncommutative ring C[sί9 . . . , s^®cW, where each sf is
an indeterminate central element. Let 7 be the left ideal of W[s] generated by
Σ"=ιliβj-Si (ί= 1, . . . , /i) and Π α («eL). We denote by M[s] the quotient W[s]/I.
Let 7(χ0) be the left ideal of W\_s] generated by 7 and 7)*°, and 7(Γ, χ0) the
one generated by 7 and all ΓU^o^Γ7 such that Σbj>objFr(Xj)^Fr(Xo)
To 7> =
^C7>c^ce W[V|, where P c e W and c = (c^ . . . , cπ)e(Z>0)" is a multi-index, we associate
the element P' : =Σc Pe(Σ;.t XiA)" ' ' ' (Σ ?= i ^A)c""e »"•
PRPPOSITION 4.4. ί^e Λαve the following decomposition of the left ideal 7(χ0):

PROOF. Clearly 7(χ0) is contained in fV^> Xo) Suppose that P belongs to
o) Since we have E^ιχ^Π6 J >o^ = (-Σ»,>o^)Π^o^ and
ΠJ = (-Σα,>o^y)Π« ^e7(Γ,χ0) implies that 7>'e7'(Γ,χ0) for any Γ.
We thus see that P' belongs to 7'(χ0) and accordingly 7* to 7(χ0).
5. /^-functions. Let 7?(χ0) be the kernel of the natural morphism C\_s~\^>
W[s]/I(χ0). We call a nonzero element of B(χQ) a ^-function of M[s] with respect
to χ 0
PROPOSITION 5.1. For a polynomial b(s)GB(χ0)
χo
such that b(s) = QD in M[s~].

there exists an operator QeW

The proof is clear. In the situation of Proposition 5.1, we have b(a) = QDXo in MΛ
for any α e Cn.
LEMMA 5.2. For d, eGZ>0 and any 1 <j <N, we have in W
min{d,e)
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and
min{d,β} / J\ /k-1

Σ

\/e-k-l

fHΠ(«-r)ϊ

\

e-1

Π (θj-g=Π(θj

+

d-r).

The proof is omitted.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let d^ . . ., d N EZ> 0 , QtW, and PEC[0 l5 . . ., ΘN~]. Suppose
that we have in M[s~\

Then we have in M[s]

DdS'
PROOF.

Let el9..., e2NεZ>0 satisfy Σj^i ^Λ^Σ^i^N+j + ^/kj

τhen we have

n
rfi . . .rfNfteN+i
V
ί
N υ\
V

N ej-1
. . . τ\e2NUτ\dι . . υ. τ\dN _ rfiυ r\eι . .V . ~e
Γ~Γ TΛ
N τ\eN _
^N
\
K —v\ \
N UN — 1 1 11
j=lrj = 0

By Lemma 5.2, we see in M[s~\
β

Since Q is a linear sum of terms of the form of t;*1
veNNDlN + ί Σ"=ι ej%j = Σ"=ι (eN+j + dj)Xp we reach the assertion.

DeJN with the relation

COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that there exists a polynomial b(s)eB(χo) such that
b(a)^Q. TKen the morphismfχo: MΛ_χo-+MΛ is isomorphic.
PROOF. Let #o= Σ^=ι dj%j
an operator QeW such that

w

^ ^je^>o (J= !?•••? N) In this case> there exists

d

QD*° = QDΐ --D N» = b(s) = b(sι, ...,sn) = b(Σ Xiflj, - - - , Σ Xnβj
\J=1

J=l

is M[s}. By Proposition 5.3, we see that

in Mis']. Hence we obtain ρ/)*° = 6(α)^0 in Mα, and D^oρ = έ(α
in MΛ_χo. Therefore the morphism/;fo is bijective.
Let B(Γ, χ0) be the kernel of the natural morphism C[s]^>W[s]/I(Γ9
we have 7(χ0) = Πr7(Γ' Xo)> we obtain:

χ0) Since
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LEMMA 5.5.

We remark that B(Γ, %o) = C\_s] for χ 0 eZ> 0 Γ. Suppose that χ0 does not belong
to Z>0Γ. For raeZ>0 we denote by <9(Γ, nί) the ideal of C[θj\χjφΓ\ generated by all
ΓU>o θj(θj- 1) -(0;-^ + 1) for Σ^o VvOθ)^™ clearly 6>(Γ> *XXo)) is contained
in 7(Γ, χ0). For χ^ ^Γ there exists an integer c/>0 such that CjFΓ(χj)>m, and thus
θ/θ,.— 1) -(θj— C y + i ) belongs to Θ(Γ,m). Consequently, we see that the zero
set V(Θ(Γ,m)) is a finite set contained in (Z>0)I/(Γ)I, and the multiplicity of
C\βj\X.j$Γ~\IΘ(Γ, rri) at each point of V(Θ(Γ, m)) is one. Therefore <9(Γ, m) is a radical
ideal. We define a finite subset Z(Γ, m) of Z>0 by

Z(Γ, /*): =
PROPOSITION 5.6. 77ze polynomial b(Γ, χ0) e C|Y] defined by
b(Γ,χ0):=
belongs to B(Γ, χ0).
in
PROOF. We denote by b(θ) the polynomial Y\zeZ(Γ,Fr(χo}}(ΣχjφrFr(Xj)θj-z)
xji Γ|. Then we see that b(υ) = 0 for all i e K(0(Γ, FXχ0))). Since 6>(Γ, /V(χ0)) is
a radical ideal, the polynomial b(θ) belongs to <9(Γ, FΓ(χ0)), in particular, to /(Γ, χ0).
Since 6(Γ, χ0) = b(θ) in M |>], we conclude that 6(Γ, χ0) e ^(Γ, χ0)

COROLLARY 5.7. We define a polynomial bχQEC[s] by bχo: = YlΓb(Γ, χ0) Then
the polynomial bχo belongs to #(χ0)
The proof is clear.
COROLLARY 5.8. Letj0e{\9 . . . , N}. Assume that for any aεL and any face Γ of
codimension one not containing χjo we have either Σ βJ>0 Λ /r(X./) =0 or Σaj>oajFr(Xj)^
FΓ(χjo). Then the morphismfχ. : Ma_χ. ->Mα is isomorphic if and only ifbχ. (a)^0.
PROOF. Suppose that bχ. (α) = 0. Then there exists a face Γ of Q of codimension
one not containing y'0 with b(Γ, χ/0)(α) = 0. Hence there exists zeZ(Γ,FΓ(χjo)) such
that /γ(α) = z. In other words, there exists v = (Vj)jeI(Γ)e V(Θ(Γ, FΓ(χjo))) such that
F
rW = Σjei(nVjFr(Xj)
Define υ' = (υ'$=lεZN by i/j = Vj+l f o r j ε Ι ( Γ ) and ι$ = 0 for
jφI(Γ). Under the assumption, the condition v e V(Θ(Γ, FΓ(χjo))) implies that v' is a
quotient point associated to 7(Γ). By Theorem 2.3, the morphism /„. is not
, .
^0
isomorphic.
When bχ. (α)^0, the morphism fχj is isomorphic by Corollary 5.4 and Corol-
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lary 5.7.

6.

The set Z(Γ, m).

LEMMA 6.1.

The set Z(Γ, m) is contained in {0, 1, . . . , m- 1}.

PROOF. We use induction on m. When m= 1, it is clear that (9(Γ, 1) contains 0f
for any ze/(Γ). We thus see that V(Θ(Γ, 1)) = {(0, . . . , 0)} and Z(Γ, 1) = {0}.
Let ι? = fa; ίe/(Γ)) belong to V(Θ(Γ, m)\ Suppose that v^O for some i0El(Γ). We
define i/e V(θ(Γ, m)) by t/ίo = 0 and uί = ι>£ for all /e/(Γ)-{;0}. If FΓ(ΣieI(Γ)-{io}biχi)>
™ ~ t>icΛGU> then FΓ(Σ ί6/(Γ) _{/o} 6tfi + t>i0χίo) > m, and thus 0ίo(0ίo -!)••• (θίo - vio + 1) x
Π ί6/<n - {io} ^θ< - 1)
(β« - *, + 1) belongs to <9(Γ, m). Hence we obtain Πίe/(Γ) _{ίo} Φι ~
l ) v - - f a - 6 ί + l ) = 0. We thus see that vΈ V(Θ(Γ, m-vioFΓ(χi(j)). By the induction
hypothesis, X^io^rto) belongs to {0, 1, . . ., m-vioFΓ(χio)-l}. Therefore the sum
ΣieκnviFr(ti belongs to {vioFΓ(χio),vίoFΓ(χio)+l9
.. .,m-l}.
LEMMA 6.2. Fix a face Γ of co dimension one. Then there exists kε {!,..., Λf}
such that FΓ(χk) = 1 .
PROOF. Since the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of FΓ is one, there
exists χ e Zn such that FΓ(χ) = 1 . If necessary, translate χ by an element of
Znn(FΓ = Q)nf}rφΓ(Fr>Q), and we see that there exists χeΛ such that FΓ(χ)= 1. By
the normality assumption, we conclude that there exists £e{l, . . . , TV} such that
*X&)=1
LEMMA 6.3.
Z(Γ,m) = {0, l , . . . , m - l } .
PROOF. Suppose that FΓ(χk)= 1 and je (0, 1, . . . , m- 1}. Define ι;e(Z>0)l/(Γ)l by
u k =y"and t^ = 0 for all ieI(Γ)-{k}. Then ve V(Θ(Γ, m)). Hence 7 belongs to the set
Z(Γ, m).
THEOREM 6.4.

The ideal B(χ0) is singly generated by the polynomial bχo.

PROOF. Let αeC" satisfy /v(α)£Z>0 for any face Γ' of codimension one
different from Γ. Suppose that FΓ(χk) = l. Since FΓ(χQ — FΓ(χ0)χk) = Q.> we see that
Xo — Fr(%o)Xk belongs to ZΓ. Hence the morphism fχo : MΛ_χo-^MΛ is isomorphic if
and only if so is f/r(χo). Consequently, fχo is isomorphic if and only if
0, l , . . .
REMARK (cf. [S2]). When we are given an example explicitly, we can calculate
not only the ^-functions but also operators Q in the notation of Proposition 5.1. This
calculation gives us the contiguity relations which generalize the relations of the
following type:
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ί
d
1
(c-d)F(a- 1, b\ c\ x) = 4x(l -x) - -- bx + c-a\F(a, b\ c\ x) ,
[
dx
J

where F is the classical hypergeometric function.
7. Examples. All of the following examples satisfy the normality assumption
(see [SI]). We denote/) (resp. bj) instead offxj (resp. bχj).
2p

EXAMPLE 1. Let V=C , and

i=l

w(θi+θ2p-^+Pi=

(1) Let \<i<p. Then bfa β) = *fa + βι)(*t + β2) ' '(*ι + βp-ι), and /, is
isomorphic if and only if α^O, af + jS^O, . . ., af + jSp.^O.
(2) Let \<i<p-\. Then 6p+I<α, β) = (x1 + βi)(x2 + βi)' ' '(*P + βύ, and fp+l is
isomorphic if and only if α x + jδiT^O, . . . , αp + jS^O.
(3) ^2p(α> j5) = α 1 α 2
αp, and/ 2p is isomorphic if and only if o^ 7^0, . . . , ap7^0.
Let V= C(k+1}l = {(v^ 1 1 < i < /, 0 <j < k] and

EXAMPLE 2.

Σ ^f Σ βy-«j)+ Σ w( Σ fly- A)+ Σ
j=ι
\i=ι
/ i= ι
\j = o
/
i*ι\jφ

We put α0 = Σ!=ι ft — Σj=ι α j Then fcf/α, β) = cnjβi, and/0 is isomorphic if and only if
α,.^0 and ft^O.
EXAMPLE 3. Let V= Cn(n "1)/2 = {(vtj) \\<i<j<n}(n> 4), and
Σ
k=l

\i=l

+

Σ
l<ί<j<k<Z<π

W(DijDkl-DikDjl)

W(DίkDjl-DίlDJk)+

Then 2 n ~ 2 ftsί(α) = α s α ί Π^ s , ί (Σi^k α i- α fc) /sί is isomorphic if and only if α s /0, α f / 0
O
0
and
""0^^
EXAMPLE 4.

Let K- Cn(w+1)/2 = {(ι?y) 1 1 </ <y <«}(«> 2), and
Σ

=l

w

( Σ »* + Σ ^ - «*) +
\i=l

j=

fc

/

l

Σ

W(DiίDlA - DikDjk)

GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC SYSTEMS

Σ
<i<j<k<n

W(DίiDjk-DίJDίk)+

X
l<i<j<k<l<n
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W(DίkDjl-DjkDίl)}.
/

(1) bss(tt) = cts((x.s— 1), and/ss is isomorphic if as^0, 1, and not isomorphic if αs = 0.
(2) bst((x) = αsαf for s < t, and fst (s < i) is isomorphic if and only if αs, αf ^ 0.
EXAMPLE 5. Let V=C2n~2 = {(v^\i= ±1, ±2,..., +(«-!)} («>4)and

For a subset 7 of {1, 2, . . . , « — 1}, we denote by /' the complement of /.
(1) 22n~2'bs(a) = l\l3s(an + ΣίeIoci-ΣieΓ<Xi) for s>° /s 0>°) is isomorphic if
and only if απ + Σi 6 / α i-Σi e /' α i^° for anY / 3 J
(2) 2 2 M ~ 2 Z?_ s (α)-Π/ 3s ( α n + Σi e /' α ί-Σi e / α i) for s>Q.f-s (^>0) is isomorphic
if and only if αn + Σi 6 /' α i ~Σte/ α i : ^ 0 for any /3tS
EXAMPLE 6. Let V=C2n~l = {(v^\ -(n-\)<i <(n-\)} («>2)and
Σ

-O + ϊ W(Dl-DiD_^\ .

As in Example 5, /' denotes the complement of / in {1, 2, . . . , « — 1}.
(1) Vα) = Π/(αH + Σί e / α i~Σi6/' α i)' and /o is isomorphic if and only if
/ α ;-Σϊ 6 /' α ^ o f o r a n y subset / o f {!,..., /i-1}.
(2) bJM = l\lBfa + ΣM*-ΣM.*^^
is isomorphic if and only if απ + Σi e / α i — Σie/' α »^^' ^ ^OΓ an^ ^9iS
(3) ft-/α) = Π/a.(«- + Σι 6 r«ι-Σ ί6 /«ι)(«- + Σ ί 6 /'«ι-Σι 6 /«ι- l) for
(^>0) is isomorphic if and only if απ + Σ ΐ e / ' α i ~ Σ
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